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The Wings badge oral questions.
Part of pilot training is a full understanding of the legal and 
practical aspects of being a safe pilot of model aeroplane. The 
student being tested should undergo a practical piloting test and 
also demonstrate knowledge by answering a number of oral 
questions. These questions have been unchanged for some 
time and recent events have caused the need for the list to be 
revised. The introduction of the new CAA Part 101 regulations 
now require that we have a knowledge of the airspace 
management rules and the rst group of questions set out below 
are a part of that process. Whether you have held Wings for 
many years or are just starting to study, you should look through 
the list and test your knowledge. We have supplied answer hints 
rather than a complete response that can be learned “parrot 
fashion”. It is the role of the Instructor to teach the student the full 
scope of the answer. The examiner (who must be a different 
person from the Instructor) should ask the question and look for 
an answer from the candidate that shows a good understanding 
of the issues. It is the responsibility of the examiner to choose a 
selection of questions that are appropriate to the type of model 
being own and a number of questions that create satisfaction 
with the level of knowledge. We don’t expect a 2 hour 
interrogation of all 74 questions!   

 Mandatory Questions for all Disciplines
1. Describe the airspace class you are currently ying in?
a. G, CTA, CTR, MBZ etc. etc.
2. Where would you nd information about the airspace class?
a. VNC – Visual Navigation Charts
3. What are the requirements and limitations of the airspace?
a. As per VNC
4. What is the altitude limit for the current site?
a. 400 ft / shielded ops etc. etc.
5. Explain the requirement of consent from the property owner prior to 

ying
a. Prior permission required, unless MFNZ Registered site.
6. What are the requirements for ying with 4km of an aerodrome?
a. MFNZ Wings (or other approved organisation), Clearance from 

aerodrome authority, observer.
7. What are local ying eld rules? Noise Requirements?
8. What would you do if a person walked into the ying area?
a. Land if safe to do so, avoid ying over person.
9. What frequency control, including for FPV, is currently in place?
10. What are the requirements for an observer? What is their role?
a. To be “trained and competent”, to ensure separation with full size 

aircraft
11. Describe “Line of Sight” operation
a. Within unaided sight of the pilot and/or observer, no binoculars etc.
12. What is required for ying in controlled airspace?
a. Clearance from controller
13. Describe the legal requirement s for aircraft between 15-25kg? 

25kg+?
a. 15-25kg MFNZ Large model certication program
b. 25kg+ Recreational, MFNZ Large model certication program
c. 25kg+ Commercial, CAA Certication
14. Can you y at night?
a. No, unless ying within shielded operation, OR with approval of 

organiser of MFNZ event.
15. How would you respond to a manned aircraft entering the airspace 

you are operating in?
a. Immediately descend and land until airspace is clear.

General Questions
16. What is the purpose of a transmitter range check before ying?
a. To ensure correct operation of Transmitter and Receiver.
17. Describe the pre-ight checks that should be done on an airframe 

before ying
a. Fasteners secure, damage to airframe/wiring etc etc etc
18. Why do we not y behind the ight line or over the pits?
a. Safety of others.
19. Describe the importance of the correct centre of gravity on an aircraft
a. COG need to be ahead forwards of centre of lift with xed wing 

model, COG on a rotary wing aircraft is required to balance load.
20. Why is it good practice to balance propellers/blades/fans?
a. To ensure vibration free operation, longer bearing life, better FC 

operation, less noise.
21. What do you look for when checking the condit ion of 

propellers/blades/fans?
a. Cracks, deformation, stress lines at hub, delamination in carbon 

bre blades
22. Explain the precautions associated with charging batteries
a. Do not leave charger unattended, ensure correct setting, safe 

location.
23. Describe the power on/power off sequence of your model
a. Transmitter On, Receiver On, Power plant On. Power plant Off, 

Receiver Off, Transmitter Off
24. How do you check the centre of gravity of a model whilst on the 

ground?
a. Balancing it between two points, measuring CG back from LE wing 

root.
25. What is meant by dual rates on a transmitter and how does this affect 

the control surfaces?
a. End point of receiver output can be set to either a low or high rate, 

resulting in either relatively large, or small, surface movements at full 
stick deection.

26. What is meant by exponential function on a transmitter?
a. Exponential changes the linearity of the control stick deection vs 

output from Rx. It is used to output at a lower rate around centre 
stick, exponentially increasing the further the stick is moved.

27. Describe the failsafe function of your radio/ight controller
a. Loss of signal = Motor off/nose up/last position etc. etc.
28. What are the hazards associated with carbon bre used in 

construction?
a. 2.4 GHz RF masking, electrical conductivity.
29. Describe Pitch / Roll / Yaw of an aircraft
a. Candidates should describe the three axis of movement of an 

aircraft.  Use of a model or waving the hands and arms is permitted

Basic Pilot Specic Questions
30. Why models should be restrained whilst starting?
a. To ensure model will not move if throttle position isn’t correct
31. How should the receiver battery status be checked before ying?
a. Voltage under load
32. Describe safe tools that can be used to start an IC engine
a. Chicken Stick
33. Why do we check the control surface integrity and direction before 

ying?
a. To prevent lawn darts
34. Why is it good practice to disconnect the motor pack on an electric 

model whilst in the pits?
a. To ensure model will not spin propeller.
35. Why is it good practice to test a receiver battery using a load tester?
a. To ensure battery condition
36. Why it is good practice to cycle NiCad or NiMh receiver battery 

packs?
a. To reduce “memory” tendency



37. Describe ight line etiquette
38. What happens when a model stalls and the best way to attempt to 

correct a stall?
a. Pitch down, Increase throttle.
39. What is the best action to take when experiencing an engine failure 

on take-off?
a. Abort take off safely.
40. What is the best action to take when an engine stops in mid-ight?
a. Call “dead stick landing” proceed for engine out approach and 

landing.
41. Describe the function of a glow plug in a glow engine
a. Igniting fuel/air mixture
42. When starting an engine (IC or electric) where should you insist 

bystanders position themselves in relation to the model?
a. Behind and to the sides of model
43. How do you nd out if a receiver battery pack has reduced 

capacity?
a. Capacity checking
44. What is aileron differential?
a. Adjusting for the effect of adverse yaw by varying the up/down 

throws of ailerons.
45. What is the effect of low airspeed on control surfaces?
a. Reduced control authority

Multirotor Specic Questions
46. Why is calibrating accelerometers and gyros important?
a. To prevent erratic/unexpected behaviour of aircraft
47. Why do we use lock nuts, or reverse threaded shafts, to secure 

blades?
a. To ensure torque doesn’t cause fasteners to loosen
48. How do controller gain settings affect the model?
a. Proportional: how much the FC responds to a change
b. Integral: how the FC responds to a change over time
c. Derivative: Dampening effect between P & I
49. Describe various ight modes
a. Rate/Acro/Manual: Model is not stabilised on any axis, rate of 

control stick deection affect rate of model rotation
b. Stabilised/Centre/Rattitude: Same as Rate mode, but with no stick 

deection model is self-levelling
c. Atti/Angle/2D Hold: Model is stabilised, stick deection affects 

angle of model, often with altitude control rather than throttle 
control.

d. GPS Atti/Loiter/GPS:  Same as above, but with GPS position and 
compass providing position hold. Stick deection results in angle 
change of model until GPS position is achieved

e. Waypoint/Auto: Model ies pre-programmed waypoints in a Loiter 
mode cong.

50. Describe the failsafe settings currently in use
a. Loss of control Signal = Auto land, stabilise, motor off etc.
51. How is ight pack voltage monitored?
a. Flashing Lights, Data telemetry, OSD, Beepers etc.
52. What is HDOP and how can it affect GPS based ight?
a. Horizontal Dilution Of Precision: A way of measuring quality of the 

GPS x achieved is affected by the time of day, location, weather 
and structures obstructing horizon.

53. Describe how your aircrafts conguration would respond to a 
motor/esc/propeller failure

a. Standard Quad – Drops like rock
b. Hex – Looses yaw control
c. X8 – Losing an upper motor, full control is maintained. Loosing 

lower motor, drops like rock
d. Octo – Full control authority maintained.
54. What would cause your multirotor develop oscillations in a specic 

axis?
a. Excessively high P gains on axis
55. Why should you not take off and land in non-GPS modes?
a. HDOP quality drastically diminishes at lower altitudes due to the 

horizon being obstructed
56. Why should you not use exponential on the ight controller and your 

radio?
a. Exponential on both systems results in a double up of the 

exponential curve.
57. What is compass calibration and why is it important?
a. Magnetic declination varies depending on location, in different 

locations the compass will need to be recalibrated

Glider Specic Questions
58. Describe some ways to get your glider down safely from a thermal 

when it is getting carried away?
a. Throw into tight spin full rudder and full elevator, up elevator for 

continuous loops, roll the sailplane inverted, basically anything other 
than a high speed dive that would overstress the sailplane (unless it 
is built to handle such things)

59. What is wash in and wash out. What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of each?

a. Wash in – wing tips are twisted so the leading edge is lower than the 
trailing, wash out – opposite. Advantage of wash in is less likely to tip-
stall, disadvantage is less efcient.

60. What might happen if you over speed your glider and describe some 
ways you could avoid it if you are up high and getting carried away?

a. Flutter in the wing, tail or control surfaces. The wings may fold if you 
are too aggressive on the elevator.

61. Where should a tow-hook be situated in reference to the centre of 
gravity? What are the problems with having it too far forward and too 
far back?

a. Normally just in-front of the COG. Moving it back will increase the 
aggressiveness of the launch (steepness of the climb) but may result 
in the plane veering out of control. If too far forward it will be very easy 
to control but not climb steeply and you will not achieve a good 
launch height.

62. The elevator compensation required for aps down is elevator 
up/down?

a. If aps for aperons are down the elevator needs to move down also 
If spoilers or spoilerons are up, typically a little up-elevator will be 
required to keep the plane level.

63. Why do you wind down the line after a winch launch?
a. To prevent tangling with itself and other winch lines and it falling over 

obstacles.
64. What other dangers are associated with winches? (Line breaks, 

chutes through turn-arounds, locking pins)
a. Friction burns and cuts, solenoids freezing, line entanglement, arms 

being ripped off, general death and destruction.

Heli Specic Questions
65. How do you check tail compensation direction?
a. Fold tail blade back to trailing edge and move boom. Blades should 

move in the direction of movement.
66. What ESC startup setting should be enabled and why?
a. Heli Slow/Medium/High – Stops tail kicks and smooth starts the 

motor
67. How and why do you check CG?
a. Hold heli by head sideways watch which side drops
68. How tight should main blades be?
a. Tight enough that they don’t move around when the heli is started – 

generally tighter the better
69. Why is heli blade tracking important?
a. Reduce Vibrations
70. Explain the purpose of throttle hold and 2 occasions you use it
a. When carrying, starting, powering off the heli, Autorotations, 

mechanical failure
71. How do you check the state of ight packs and/or RX packs in ight 

and before/after?
a. Voltage checker, Telemetry
72. Give 5 examples of pre-ight checks required before any ight?
a. TX Voltage, RX Voltage, Main pack voltage, main blades, tail blades, 

bolts, lose boom, canopy mounts, battery connecter fatigue, wires
73. What is the recommended distance to y away from the pilot when 

throwing down?
a. 9 metres


